Socioeconomic status disparities affect children’s anxiety and stress-sensitive cortisol awakening response through parental anxiety
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Abstract

Socioeconomic status (SES) disparities have profound impacts on child development and health, which are linked to negative emotions and alterations in the integrity of stress-sensitive hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis system. However, its underlying psychophysiological mechanisms remain poorly understood. Here we investigate how family SES, in concert with parental anxiety, affects children’s anxiety and their integrity of HPA-axis system in two studies involving a total of 1318 children and their parents. In Study 1 with a cohort of 1088 children and their parents, we found that low-SES children relative to high-SES ones experienced a higher level of anxiety mediated by increasing parental anxiety. In Study 2 with an independent cohort of 230 children and their parents, we found that low-SES children exhibited an increase in pre-bedtime basal cortisol but a decrease in cortisol awakening response (CAR). Structural equation modeling (SEM) further revealed that the association between low SES and children’s reduced CAR was mediated by increased parental and child anxiety. Our findings suggest that low-SES children are more vulnerable to anxiety and altered HPA-axis integrity, most likely mediated through increased parental anxiety.

1. Introduction

Family socioeconomic status (SES) disparities have profound impacts on children’s brain development and mental health (Bradley and Corwyn, 2001; Hanson et al., 2013; Kolb and Gibb, 2016). It has become an urgent reality of global society and discourages the thriving and prosperous promises of contemporary society. Children from low-SES families often experience chronic stressful events and long-term allostatic load in their lives (McEwen, 2000), thereby more vulnerable to negative emotions, such as anxiety, and aberrations in the integrity of stress-sensitive hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis system (Linda C. Gallo and Matthews, 2003; Lupien et al., 2009). Moreover, family SES is also known to have a profound impact on parental emotional status as well, which in turn affects children’s mental and physiological wellbeing (Conger et al., 2010; Hudson and Rapee, 2001). Very little, however, is known about how family SES, in concert with parental anxiety, impacts young children’s anxiety and HPA-axis integrity. Understanding this question would provide important implications for psychophysiological factors determining the adverse effects of low-SES on children’s emotional development and health more broadly.

Previous psychological studies have demonstrated that individuals with low-SES background are more frequently exposed to negative events and uncertainties (i.e., crowding, noise and less predictable routines) in their daily lives (Evans et al., 2005). Specifically, family studies indicate that parents in low-SES families show not only elevated state anxiety, but also higher trait anxiety, as they experience more stressful events and environmental challenges than parents in high-SES families (Conger et al., 2010, 1994). Moreover, children from low-SES families are also linked to increased risk for anxiety (Bradley and Corwyn, 2001; Chen et al., 2010; Miech et al., 1999). Remarkably, parental emotional status plays a prominent role on children’s emotional wellbeing through daily parent-child interactions. The transmission of anxiety from parent to child, for instance, is believed to result from the involvement of anxious parenting and consequent children’s excessive response but poor coping skills to stress (Creswell et al., 2010; Hudson and Rapee, 2001). Indeed, evidence from longitudinal and cross-sectional studies suggests that children with anxious...
parents are more likely to develop emotional problems such as anxiety in later adulthood (Beidel and Turner, 1997; Hudson and Rapee, 2001; Pereira et al., 2013; Woodruff-Borden et al., 2002). Both parental trait and state anxiety may play a critical role in affecting children’s emotional status, with the former referring as a predisposition of individual’s interpretation to various environmental events in a negative way and the latter as a transitory, fluctuating anxious state under some current stimulus (Spielberger, 1983). However, it remains elusive whether and how parental trait or state anxiety mediates the effects of family SES on child anxiety.

A number of neuroendocrine studies have well characterized the diurnal rhythm of HPA-axis system, with a rapid increase of cortisol awakening response (CAR) in the morning followed by a decline throughout the rest of the day, and a relatively stable and basal level at late afternoon and night (Edwards et al., 2001; Gunnar and Cheatham, 2003). Several longitudinal studies have revealed that low SES during early life can lead to dysregulation of cortisol in later adulthood (Gustafsson et al., 2010; Li et al., 2007). However, studies in pediatric population demonstrate that children in low-SES families have already exhibited an increased daily basal cortisol level, due to their prolonged exposure to threat and stress (Chen et al., 2010; McEwen, 2000; Lupien et al., 2000; LUPIEN, 2001). Thus, it is well possible that low SES, considered as a long-term chronic stressor, may have altered the integrity of HPA-axis system since childhood. Maladaptive alternations in HPA-axis system during early childhood have been linked with increased risk of many developmental and health problems in later adolescence and adulthood, including aggression, diabetes and obesity (Björntorp and Rosmond, 1999; Böhnke et al., 2010; Epel et al., 2000). The majority of previous studies about the effects of low SES on HPA-axis activity, however, only focused on either general (unspecified) cortisol or basal cortisol response during the day, but rarely directly investigated its effect on CAR. As a cardinal biomarker of HPA-axis, CAR has been proposed to provide energetic resources necessary to meet the anticipated demands of the upcoming day (Clow et al., 2010). It appears to have an independent regulatory mechanism that differs from general cortisol response during daytime and basal cortisol at night (Schmidt-Reinwald et al., 1999; Wilhelm et al., 2007). Therefore, it remains unknown whether low-SES family environment has a special effect on children’s CAR.

Furthermore, increasing evidence from recent studies suggests that negative emotions play a role in understanding how low SES affects the integrity of HPA-axis with cortisol secretion (Chen et al., 2010; Gallo and Matthews, 1999, 2003). Thus, children’s negative emotions, especially anxiety as the most commonly adaptive response to stressful events, might represent a key link between SES and their cortisol response (Blomqvist et al., 2007; Ehler and Straub, 1998). Given the critical role of parental emotional status on children’s psychological and physiological reactivity to stress, it is conceivable that parental anxiety would be an important pathway from family SES to individual differences in children’s cortisol response. However, it has never been examined how family SES affects children’s HPA-axis integrity through the interaction between parental and child anxiety. Evidence of this process is essential because it would integrate family environment, parental emotional status and children health into a comprehensive perspective on children development.

Here we set up two independent studies to investigate how family SES, in concert with parental anxiety, impacts children’s anxiety and their HPA-axis activity. In Study 1, we investigated how family SES affected child anxiety through parental anxiety from a large sample of 1088 children and their parents (Cohort 1). In Study 2, we further investigated how family SES, along with parental and child anxiety, affected children’s HPA-axis activity from an independent sample of 230 children and their parents (Cohort 2). Children’s HPA-axis activities were measured by their pre-bedtime basal cortisol at night and CAR in the followed morning. Based on empirical observations in previous studies, we hypothesized that the relation between family SES and child anxiety would be mediated by parental anxiety. We further hypothesized that parental anxiety, along with child anxiety, would mediate the relation between family SES and children’s HPA-axis activity.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 1088 typically developing children (Cohort 1: 565 boys and 523 girls; aged 6–15 years old; mean age ± SD: 10.36 ± 2.26 years old) and their parents (Cohort 1: 372 fathers and 716 mothers) in Study 1 were recruited through advertising campaign at primary and secondary schools in Beijing urban area. Another independent 230 children (Cohort 2: 122 boys and 108 girls; aged 6–15 years old; mean age ± SD: 9.46 ± 2.05 years) and their parents (Cohort 2: 71 fathers, 159 mothers) in Study 2 were recruited through the same way in urban areas of Beijing and Chongqing. Both children and parents from two studies were given written informed consent before their participation. All protocols were approved by the institutional review board at Beijing Normal University, and participants were treated in accordance with the American Psychological Association Code of Conduct. Neither children nor their parents had any history of neurological or psychiatric disorders.

2.2. Socioeconomic status (SES) assessment

Parents (either mother or father) were asked to complete a self-administered family background questionnaire on their income and education levels for both parents to develop a SES indicator based on a combination of these factors (Noble et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2013). Parents’ income was measured with a 6-point scale (i.e., 1, < 499; 2, between 500 and 1999; 3, between 2000 and 4999; 4, between 5000 and 9999; 5, between 10,000 and 20,000; 6, more than 20,000 Chinese Yuan CNY per month). Parents’ education levels were measured with a 10-point scale (i.e., 1, none; 2 = primary grade 3 or below, 3 = primary grade 4–6, 4 = middle school, 5 = Secondary Specialized School, 6 = high school, 7 = junior college, 8 = college, 9 = master graduate, 10 = doctoral graduate). These measures were then transformed into z-scores separately, averaged across parents and across income and education measurements to form a composite SES score. A total of 1088 families in Cohort 1 and 196 families in Cohort 2 completed the family background questionnaire (no missing item), with an effective rate of 100% and 85.22% respectively.

2.3. Anxiety assessments

Parental anxiety was measured using a self-reported State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger, 1983). The STAI consists of 40 items in total, with 20 items for each subscale of state and trait anxiety. Participants were asked to rate how frequently each item occurred in their own lives on a 4-point Likert scale (i.e., from 1 “not at all” to 4 “very much”) with the possible score ranging from 20 to 80. Child anxiety was obtained by a parent-rated anxiety questionnaire (i.e., parent/guardian version for children aged 6–17). This scale consisting of 10 items is adapted from PROMIS Emotional Distress—Anxiety—Parent Item Bank and widely used to assess the pure domain of anxiety in children and adolescents (Irwin et al., 2010). Parents were instructed to report how often their children had been bothered by a list of symptoms within the past 7 days on a 5-point scale (i.e., from 1 “almost never” to 5 “almost always”) with the total score varying from 10 to 50. The raw score was then transformed into T-score ranging from 34.4 to 88.8, according to the standardized norm in the general population. The T-scores were included in the further analyses.

Both parental and child anxiety were reported by one parent consistent with the one who completed SES assessment. According to scoring rules (Irwin et al., 2010; Spielberger, 1983), the questionnaire
with more than 75% of items answered was considered as valid. Thus, there were 1027 parents in Cohort 1 and 196 parents in Cohort 2 completing the assessment of STAI, with an effective rate of 94.39% and 85.22% respectively. In addition, there were 1042 parents in Cohort 1 and 190 parents in Cohort 2 completing the assessment of their children’s anxiety, with an effective rate of 95.77% and 82.61% respectively.

2.4. Salivary cortisol collection and analysis

Children and their parents were both instructed on how to collect saliva samples in oral form. They were also provided with a pack containing a written version of instructions for saliva collection, Salivette collection devices (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) and a health status questionnaire. Especially, we called and also sent an instruction message to each child’s parent in the evening before experiment to make sure that they could correctly instruct their children to take salivary samples. Five salivary samples were collected on one of the weekdays from each child in Cohort 2 with their parents’ assistance: one at pre-bedtime during night (i.e., S0), remaining four ones at immediately upon awakening (i.e., S1) in the following morning, then 15 min (i.e., S2), 30 min (i.e., S3), and 60 min (i.e., S4) later respectively. To avoid contamination of saliva, participants were asked not to brush teeth, drink, or eat at least 60 min before sampling. To confirm adherence, we undertook several steps including comprehensive instructions, time recordings and screenings in order to obtain reliable salivary data as outlined by previous studies (Stalder et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2015). Each participant’s sleeping and awakening time as well as the exact time of taking each salivary sample were recorded not only by writing on the collection devices but also by taking photos with an automatically time-logged function. These samples were then brought back to the laboratory where kept frozen (-20 °C) until assay. Cortisol samples from participants who reported any sickness (i.e., periodontitis, fever or endocrine diseases), related medication regimen (especially hormone medicines) within the last two weeks, close menstrual cycle (for girls), or failure in obeying sampling time, would not be further analyzed.

Salivary samples were thawed and centrifuged at 3200 rpm for 10 min. Cortisol concentration was analyzed by use of electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (Cobas e 601, Roche Diagnostics, Numbrecht, Germany) with sensitivity of 0.500 nmol/L (lower limit) and a standard range in assay of 0.5–1750 nmol/L. Intra and inter-assay variations were below 10%.

A natural log transformation was applied to cortisol data of five samples to ensure normal distribution. Two measurements were used to quantify HPA-axis activity after the log transformation: (1) pre-bedtime basal cortisol level (i.e., S0), (2) area under the curve of four points in the morning with respect to the pre-bedtime sample at last night - AUCi (night) = (S1 + S2)*0.25/2 + (S2 + S3)*0.25/2 + (S3 + S4)*0.5/2 - S0 * (0.25 + 0.25 + 0.5). The AUCi is used to capture the relative increase in cortisol level over certain time points of interest, as a reliable index reflecting the integrity of HPA-axis (Pruessner et al., 2003).

2.5. Statistical analysis

Partial correlation analyses were conducted using SPSS 22.0 to investigate relationships among family SES, parental anxiety, child anxiety and children’s cortisol responses by controlling children’s gender and age, and gender of the parent (who filled questionnaire). We also used a machine-learning approach with balanced 4-fold cross-validation to confirm the robustness of these established relationships (J. R. Cohen, 2010; Liu et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2014; Supekar et al., 2013), because conventional regression models assess correlations which are sensitive to outliers and have no predictive value (Geiser, 2017).

For machine learning approach, children’s CAR was treated as a dependent variable, and SES as an independent variable. Data for these two variables were divided into four folds. A linear regression model was used to fit the training data from three out of the four folds and use these data to predict the remaining data in the left-out fold. This procedure was repeated four times to compute a final r(predicted, observed). Such r(predicted, observed)-representing the correlation between the observed value of the dependent variable and the predicted value generated by the linear regression model, was estimated as a measure of how well SES predicted children’s CAR. Finally, we used a nonparametric testing approach to test for the statistical significance of the model by generating 1000 surrogate data sets under the null hypothesis of r(predicted, observed) (see Qin et al., 2014 for more details). The statistical significance (p value) of the model was determined by measuring the percentage of generated surrogate data. Parallel analyses were also conducted to compute other predictive relations, with SES (parental state/trait anxiety or child anxiety) as an independent variable and children’s pre-bedtime basal cortisol (or CAR) as a dependent variable.

To further characterize differences of parental anxiety, child anxiety and children’s cortisol responses, the sample was divided into three groups of low-, medium- and high-SES families based on their SES scores with 0-25th, 25-75th and 75-100th percentiles respectively. The valid sample size in each group was shown in Table S1, which varied slightly due to missing values for each variable. Separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVs) with SES group (low vs. medium vs. high) as a between-subject factor were conducted to analyze group differences in parental and child anxiety, as well as children’s cortisol responses. Children’s gender and age, and gender of the parent (who filled questionnaire) were included as covariates of no interest in statistical tests. Corresponding post-hoc analyses were conducted using Least Square Difference (LSD) or Tamhane’s T2 when test of homogeneity of variances was larger or smaller than 0.05 respectively. The effect sizes were reported using partial eta square (partial η2).

Structural equation models (SEMs) were constructed to examine the hypothesized mediating effects of parental anxiety on the associations of family SES with children’s anxiety and cortisol responses using Mplus 7.0 (Hayes et al., 2011). Several indices evaluating the fitness of the proposed model were provided. A Chi-squared test is used to examine the significance of good fitness for the predicted model congruent with the observed data. The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is considered adequate below 0.08. The Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) refers to the standardized difference between the observed correlation and the predicted correlation, which is considered acceptable with values at 0.05 or less. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI) indicates the number of parameters or paths in the model, and is considered as good at 0.90 or above. Moreover, bias-corrected bootstrap was conducted (1000 samples) to test the mediating effect (Shrout and Bolger, 2002). Both direct and indirect effects of SES on children’s cortisol responses were estimated, which generated percentile based on confidence intervals (CI). All reported p values are two-tailed.

3. Results

3.1. Participant demographics, psychological and endocrinal measures

Participant demographics, family SES, parental anxiety and child anxiety are summarized in Table 1. Independent-sample t-tests were conducted to examine potential differences in these measurements between Cohort 1 and Cohort 2. These analyses revealed no any significant difference between two cohorts in their family SES (z-score) (t(1282) = 0.65, p = 0.52), parental anxiety (trait: t(1221) = -1.01, p = 0.31; state: t(1221) = 0.79, p = 0.43) and child anxiety (t(1230) = -1.27, p = 0.20), indicating high homogeneity between Cohort 1 and Cohort 2. These measurements also have similar frequency distributions between the two cohorts (Fig. S1).

Cortisol levels as a function of sampling time points (i.e., S0, S1, S2, S3, S4) in Cohort 2 are shown in Fig. 1 and Table S2. All children went...
to bed before 11:00 pm and woke up after 5:00 am in the next morning with 8-hour sleep duration on average. Children’s cortisol responses prominently increased from pre-bedtime (i.e., S0, mean ± SEM: 3.93 ± 0.14) to immediate awakening (i.e., S1, mean ± SEM: 14.18 ± 0.33) in the morning, and peaked around 15-30-min later (i.e., S2, mean ± SEM: 16.02 ± 0.35; S3, mean ± SEM: 16.05 ± 0.37) followed by a rapid decline at 60-min after awakening (i.e., S4, mean ± SEM: 11.19 ± 0.31). AUCi(night) (mean ± SEM: 10.69 ± 0.28), representing the relative increase of cortisol in the morning with pre-bedtime cortisol at last night as the baseline, was significantly higher than cortisol levels at all other four points in the followed morning. (A) Cortisol levels as a function of Time for children in Cohort 2 (valid sample N = 230). The x-axis represents absolute time in 24-hour format. (B) Averaged cortisol levels as a function of Time for children in Cohort 2 (valid sample N = 230). The x-axis represents sampling time points across participants. The y-axis represents salivary cortisol concentration (nmol/L). The dashed area represents AUCi(night), area under the curve of four points in the morning with respect to the pre-bedtime sample at last night. Notes: Error bars represent standard error of the mean (S.E.M.).

3.2. Low-SES children experienced higher anxiety mediated by increasing parental anxiety

In Study 1, we investigated the relation between family SES and child anxiety, and the mediating effect of parental anxiety on such relation with the large sample of 1088 families from Cohort 1. Partial correlation analyses were first conducted to examine the relations among family SES, parental anxiety and children anxiety with age and gender as covariates of no interest (Table S3). These analyses revealed that child anxiety had significantly positive correlations with parental state (r(1022) = 0.26, p < 0.001, 95% confidence interval (CI) = [0.21, 0.32]) and trait (r(1022) = 0.25, p < 0.001, 95% CI = [0.19, 0.31]) anxiety. Family SES was negatively correlated with parental state (r(1022) = -0.15, p < 0.001, 95% CI = [-0.21, -0.09]) and trait (r(1022) = -0.17, p < 0.001, 95% CI = [-0.23, -0.11]) anxiety. In addition, SES showed relatively weaker yet significant negative correlation with child anxiety (r(1027) = -0.08, p = 0.016, 95% CI = [-0.13, -0.01]). Parallel analyses in Study 2 with independent Cohort 2 reproduced very similar results (Table S4).

Next, we conducted separate ANOVAs with SES Group as the between-subject factor to characterize differences of parental and children anxiety in low (0-25th percentile), medium (25-75th percentile) and high (75-100th percentile) SES groups (Fig. 2) for complementary purposes. These analyses revealed significant main effects of Group on parental state (F(2,1021) = 14.59, p < 0.001, partial $\eta^2$ = 0.03) and trait (F(2,1021) = 17.95, p < 0.001, partial $\eta^2$ = 0.03) anxiety as well as child anxiety (F(2,1036) = 4.29, p = 0.014, partial $\eta^2$ = 0.01). Further post-hoc analyses revealed that parental anxiety in low-SES group was significantly higher than it in medium-SES (state: p = 0.004; trait: p < 0.001) and high-SES group (state: p < 0.001; trait: p < 0.001). Child anxiety in low-SES group was marginally significantly higher than it in high-SES group (p = 0.083). These results indicate that both children and their parents in low-SES families experienced significantly higher anxiety than those in high-SES families.

To further determine the hypothesized mediating effects of parental anxiety on the negative association between SES and child anxiety, we conducted two full SEMs including parental trait and state anxiety separately (Fig. 3). The path coefficients for SES to child anxiety dropped to non-significance when the mediating paths were added. The mediating effects of parental trait (Indirect Est = -0.06, p < 0.001, 95% CI = [-0.09, -0.04]) and state (Indirect Est = -0.06, p < 0.001, 95% CI = [-0.08, -0.04]) anxiety were both significant. These results indicate a complete mediating pathway of parental anxiety on the negative association between family SES and child anxiety.
3.3 Low-SES children exhibited increased basal cortisol but reduced CAR

In Study 2, we investigated how family SES related to children’s HPA-axis activity with the independent sample of 230 families from Cohort 2. Partial correlation analyses firstly revealed a significantly negative correlation between SES and pre-bedtime basal cortisol (i.e., SO) \( (r_{(191)} = -0.20, p = 0.006, 95\%CI = [-0.34, -0.07]; r_{(predicted, observed)} = 0.17, p = 0.004) \), but a significantly positive correlation between SES and CAR (i.e., \( AUC_{(night)} \)) \( (r_{(191)} = 0.19, p = 0.010, 95\%CI = [0.01, 0.30]; r_{(predicted, observed)} = 0.16, p = 0.004) \). Results from prediction analysis based on a machine learning algorithm were consistent with these correlation results (Table S5).

Then, separate ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of SES Group on pre-bedtime basal cortisol \( (F(2,191) = 4.74, p = 0.010, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.05) \) and CAR \( (F(2,191) = 3.47, p = 0.033, \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.04) \) (Fig. 4). Post-hoc tests revealed that pre-bedtime basal cortisol (i.e., SO) in low-SES group was significantly higher than it in high-SES group \( (p = 0.002) \), but CAR (i.e., \( AUC_{(night)} \)) in low-SES group was significantly lower than high-SES group \( (p = 0.011) \). These results indicate that low-SES children relative to those in affluent families showed a significant elevation of pre-bedtime basal cortisol before sleep, but a reduction of CAR in the followed morning.

3.4 The relationship between low SES and children’s reduced CAR was mediated by increased parental and child anxiety

We further conducted two SEMs to investigate the hypothesized mediating effects of parental and child anxiety on the positive association between SES and children’s CAR as indicated by \( AUC_{(night)} \). The
model 1 with parental trait anxiety and child anxiety as mediators (Fig. 5A) resulted in good model fit ($\chi^2 = 4.93$, $p > 0.05$; RMSEA = 0.00; SRMR = 0.03; CFI = 1.00). There was a marginally significant direct effect of SES on children’s CAR (direct Est = 0.14, $p = 0.077$), and a significant mediating effect of parental trait anxiety and child anxiety (Indirect Est = 0.02, $p = 0.049$, 95% CI = [0.00, 0.04]). The model 2 with parental state anxiety and child anxiety as mediators (Fig. 5B) also resulted in good model fit ($\chi^2 = 4.40$, $p > 0.05$; RMSEA = 0.00; SRMR = 0.02; CFI = 1.00). There was again a marginally significant direct effect of SES on children’s CAR (direct Est = 0.14, $p = 0.078$), and a marginally significant mediating effect of parental state anxiety and child anxiety (Indirect Est = 0.01, $p = 0.081$, 95% CI = [0.00, 0.03]).

We also conducted two SEMs to investigate the mediating effects of parental and child anxiety on the negative association between SES and children’s pre-bedtime basal cortisol (i.e., S0). We observed no reliable mediating effect for either parental trait anxiety (Indirect Est = -0.02, $p = 0.144$, 95% CI = [-0.03, 0.01]; Fig. S3A) or state anxiety (Indirect Est = -0.01, $p = 0.180$, 95% CI = [-0.02, 0.01]; Fig. S3B).

Next, we conducted a set of paralleled analyses to examine alternative mediation models. These analyses revealed no significant mediating effects in the four alternative mediation models, with SES as the independent variable, parental anxiety and children’s cortisol response as the mediators, and child anxiety as the outcome variable (Fig. S6). We also conducted additional analyses to examine the moderating effects of parental anxiety on the association of SES with children’s anxiety and cortisol responses (Figs. S7–S8). Again, no reliable moderating effect of parental anxiety was observed. These results indicate that our data did not support these alternative models noted above. Altogether, our results demonstrate that the positive relationship between family SES and children’s CAR was mediated by parental and child anxiety.

4. Discussion

Our study investigated how family SES, in concert with parental anxiety, affected children’s psychological and endocrine measures of stress. We found that low-SES children relative to those in affluent families experienced higher anxiety, which was mediated by increasing parental anxiety. Moreover, low-SES children showed a significant elevation of pre-bedtime basal cortisol at night, but a reduction of CAR in the followed morning. Critically, SEMs revealed that the relationship between low SES and children’s reduced CAR was mediated by increased parental and child anxiety. Our findings suggest a psychoendocrinological mechanism that the adverse effects of low family SES on children’s anxiety and their integrity of stress-sensitive HPA-axis system could be mediated by increased parental anxiety.

Our observed relations of low-SES with increased parental and child anxiety from Study 1 and Study 2 are in line with findings from previous studies (Mcloyd, 1998; Merikangas et al., 2010; Starfield et al., 2002). These studies have suggested that negative emotions, such as anxiety, are often aroused disproportionately in parents and children from low-SES families, due to the lack of living resources and high stress load. Building on these previous findings, results from our present study further reveal a prominent mediating pathway of parental anxiety on the negative relation between family SES and child anxiety. Given the evidence from previous longitudinal and cross-sectional studies on the transmission of anxiety from parent to child (Creswell et al., 2010; Hudson and Rapee, 2001), it is thus conceivable that high anxiety in parents from low-SES families comes into anxious rearing and disrupted parenting practices, thereby contributing to high anxiety in young children through parent-child interactions. The complete mediating effect of parental anxiety also suggests that low family SES may not directly result in high anxiety of young children, but only through the pathway of increased parental anxiety. This finding highlights the crucial role of parental emotional status in mediating the negative effects of low-SES family environment on children’s emotional wellbeing.

Beyond high anxiety in low-SES children, we observed the elevation of pre-bedtime basal cortisol in these children. Elevated cortisol levels have been linked to hyper-activation of HPA-axis system in response to acute or chronic stressor in both healthy adults and children (Chen et al., 2010; Cohen et al., 2006; LUPIEN et al., 2001). Thus, it is possible that elevated pre-bedtime basal cortisol reflecting hyper-activation of HPA-axis system was resulted from the prolonged exposure to stressful events in low-SES environment. Indeed, this finding in our present study, along with findings from many previous studies, corroborates that low-SES family environment, analogous to chronic stress, can lead to hyper-activation of HPA-axis accompanying with excessive basal cortisol secretion in pediatric population.

In contrary to elevated pre-bedtime basal cortisol, we observed a significant reduction in CAR of low-SES children. Recent studies have demonstrated that low SES background predicts high bedtime cortisol levels but low CAR in adults, indicating an unhealthy profile overall (Desantis et al., 2015; Hajat et al., 2010). Consistent with these studies, our findings provide the first evidence that young children exposed to low-SES family exhibit not only excessive basal cortisol response at night, but also blunted CAR in the followed morning. Several previous studies suggest that long-term excessive secretion of cortisol in low-SES background may exhaust the self-regulating ability of HPA-axis system, including the negative feedback mechanism (Holboer, 2001; Schatzberg and Lindley, 2008). The exhausted HPA-axis fails in response to subsequent stimulus effectively, thereby leading to a blunted CAR which is unable to normally arouse and provide sufficient energy to deal with the upcoming day (Clow et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2013). Thus, both elevated pre-bedtime basal cortisol and reduced CAR reflect alternations in the integrity of HPA-axis system under low-SES environment. Given the modulatory roles of cortisol in brain systems including the hippocampus, amygdala and frontal cortex that are critical for stress response and cognitive development (Dedovic et al., 2010; Qin et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015), our findings implicate that the increased risk of brain developmental and health problems in children from low-SES families may largely result from their maladaptive stress response.
alterations in HPA-axis integrity under long-term stress.

Critically, we further found that increased parental and child anxiety appeared to play a crucial role in mediating the association between low family SES and children’s reduced CAR. By extending previous findings on cortisol responses in both healthy and clinical pediatric populations (Cullen et al., 2014; Walker et al., 2001), our findings provide novel evidence to suggest that parental trait anxiety, together with child anxiety, mediates the positive association between family SES and children’s CAR. Our results also show a marginally significant mediating effect of parental state anxiety on this association.

As we know, trait anxiety reflects a predisposition of individual’s interpretation to potentially threatening events in a negative way, whereas state anxiety is a temporal and fluctuating state reflecting a combination of both trait anxiety and current environmental influences on emotional status (Endler and Kocovski, 2001; Spielberger, 1983). Low family SES, analogous to a chronic stressor, could affect children’s cortisol responses through both parental trait and state anxiety. However, parental trait anxiety might be a more stable and reliable indicator reflecting the long-term effects of low-SES. Fluctuating state anxiety is more likely to respond to other acute stressors. Further studies are required to delineate the neurobiological mechanisms underlying this difference between mediating effects of parental trait and state anxiety. Taken together, these results highlight a special psychoendocrinological pathway of parental and child anxiety from low SES family environment to children’s HPA-axis integrity. Our findings also provide implications for interventions to reduce the high risk for HPA-axis maladaptation in low-SES children, for instance, through positive parent-child interactions and secure parenting to mitigate the transmission of anxiety from parents to their children.

There are some limitations in our study that should be mentioned. First, participants in our study were recruited from urban areas with relatively better economic development in China. This may limit the generalizability of our current findings to other underdeveloped (especially rural) areas. Second, child anxiety reported by their parent might be affected by their parent’s own emotional status, which may complicate the reliable assessment of child anxiety. Third, the mediating pathways from SES to children’s cortisol responses are derived from cross-sectional data in our present study, which provides limited information to infer any developmental causality. Future studies with longitudinal designs and cutting-edge brain imaging techniques are required to determine the developmental causality pathways and their underlying neurobiological mechanisms.

In conclusion, our study provides prominent evidence demonstrating that children exposed to low-SES environment are more vulnerable to anxiety and altered HPA-axis integrity, as reflecting by elevated basal cortisol and blunted CAR. Notably, parental anxiety appears to play a critical role in mediating the association of family SES with children’s anxiety and their integrity of HPA-axis system. Our findings also provide important implications for psychological and endocrinological factors determining the adverse effects of SES on children’s emotional development and health, which has the potential to develop effective interventions toward ameliorating high risk for developmental and mental problems in low-SES children.
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